Risk Redux: The Resurgence of Risk Assessment in Criminal Sanctioning

I. Introduction
Since Shortly after the Civil War, American states have relied on some inchoate notion of risk assessment in applying the criminal sanction. New York State adopted a parole statute in 1876, and Massachusetts enacted probation into law in 1878, both to be applied to offenders believed to be unlikely to return to crime. The explicit assessment of an offender’s risk soon became a central component of criminal sanctioning in many American jurisdictions. In California, for example, indeterminate sanctioning—whereby an offender was given a short minimum sentence and a long maximum one, and released from prison whenever he or she was assessed by an administrative board to present an acceptably low risk of recidivism—was introduced in 1917.1 In the 1970s, however, indeterminate sanctioning based on forward-looking assessments of an offender’s risk of committing future crime was abolished in California and in many other states in favor of “truth” in sentencing: fixed periods of confinement based on backward-looking appraisals of an offender’s culpability for crime already committed.

After almost four decades of “just deserts,” the past several years have seen a remarkable resurgence of risk assessment as an essential component of criminal sanctioning. What explains the sudden return of risk to a place of penological prominence? Money appears to be the principal answer. The fiscal condition of most American jurisdictions is so dire that maintaining what is by international standards an absurdly bloated prison population is simply not a sustainable option. Adding legal to fiscal urgency, the United States Supreme Court found one state’s prison system to be unconstitutionally overcrowded and ordered that state, California, to reduce its prison population by 37,000 inmates.4 Although prison populations and unsustainable prison budgets could be reduced in a variety of ways, on remand from the Supreme Court the lower federal court ordered the state to release from prison those inmates determined by risk assessment to be the least likely to return. Although risk assessment, particularly its more actuarial varieties, has its modern detractors, few today are so categorically opposed to risk assessment as to call for the abolition of probation or parole.3

In this article, we review current practice in the incorporation of risk assessment into the sanctioning systems of several illustrative states, and describe the major dimensions on which state practices differ. We then elaborate the various meanings ascribed to the foundational concept of “risk” in criminal sanctioning, and contrast “risk” with what are now often called “criminogenic needs,” the fulfillment of which ostensibly reduce an offender’s level of “risk.” Finally, we address the choice of an approach to risk assessment in sentencing, particularly in the resource-starved state of current correctional practice.

We wish clearly to acknowledge at the outset that forward-looking and utilitarian risk or needs assessment in criminal sanctioning currently takes place—and in our view should take place—within bounds set by backward-looking and moral concerns about culpability and desert. We express no view here on how broad or narrow the bounds set by culpability or desert should be.4 A mean period of sanctioning of five years, for example, might have a permissible range of sanctioning, set by moral considerations, of four-to-six years, of three-to-seven years, or of two-to-eight years—ranges within which risk or needs assessments may be used to choose a specific sanction length. As long as a sanction is not set solely by retrospective moral considerations and some meaningful role is reserved in sanctioning for prospectively distinguishing among offenders at higher or lower risk of recidivism—by whatever method that risk is assessed—we believe that the issues raised here are germane.

II. Recent State Developments in the Use of Risk/Needs Assessment in Sanctioning
Three states have taken to incorporating risk and needs assessments more explicitly into their systems of criminal sanctioning than most others: Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Utah.5 We consider each briefly.

A. Pennsylvania
All newly committed inmates in Pennsylvania are evaluated by the Department of Corrections with a seven-item Risk Screening Tool (RST) (e.g., current age, prior convictions, educational level) to categorize their risk of recidivism as “low,” “medium,” or “high.” Inmates categorized as low risk are not placed into prison treatment programs, while inmates categorized as medium or high risk may be given further assessments to devise a treatment plan that
addresses an inmate’s “criminogenic needs” and that he or she must complete in order to be considered for parole.6

Pennsylvania has a discretionary parole system based on an offender’s minimum and maximum sentences. Risk assessments, in the form of the RST, the Level of Services Inventory—Revised (LSI-R), and the Static-99 (for sex offenders), play a role in the decisions of the Board of Probation and Parole, as do several other factors, including whether the inmate is classified as a violent or a nonviolent offender, the inmate’s institutional behavior, and participation in institutional programming.7

A recent program of “state intermediate punishment”—a two-year step-down program for substance-abusing offenders that includes state prison, residential treatment, and community treatment—also involves risk assessment, with the RST being taken into account, augmented by the administration of other structured risk and needs assessments. Counties have their own versions of intermediate punishment for substance-abusing offenders not sentenced to state prison, and a variety of risk assessment tools are used in implementing these programs.8

A 2010 Pennsylvania statute envisions a significant expansion of the role of risk assessment at the time of sentencing:

The Commission on Sentencing has issued a series of seven interim reports carefully documenting progress on the development and validation of the “sentencing risk assessment instrument” required by the statute. One interim report, for example, evaluated 29 risk assessment tools used in sanctioning in other jurisdictions and identified 125 separate risk factors included on those tools. We list the most frequently cited risk factors in Appendix 1. The most recent Interim Report describes the development and validation of an eight-variable scale to identify low-risk offenders (see Appendix 2).9

B. Virginia

In 1994, the Virginia legislature required the state’s newly formed Criminal Sentencing Commission to develop an empirically based instrument for use in diverting 25 percent of the “lowest-risk, incarceration-bound, drug and property offenders to placement in alternative non-prison sanctions,” such as probation, community service, or electronic monitoring.10 The risk assessment tool that the Commission developed relies on six types of risk factors: (i) offense type; (ii) whether the offender is currently charged with an additional offense; (iii) “offender characteristics” (i.e., gender, age, employment, and marital status); (iv) whether the offender had been arrested or confined within the past 18 months; (v) prior felony convictions; and (vi) prior adult incarcerations. The criterion against which these risk factors were validated was reconviction of a felony within three years. The risk assessment instrument is scored only for offenders for whom the state’s sentencing guidelines recommend incarceration in prison or jail; offenders must also meet certain eligibility criteria (e.g., a criminal history of only nonviolent offenses). If the offender’s total score is below a given cut-off, he or she is recommended for alternative punishment; if the score is above that cut-off, the prison or jail term recommended by the guidelines remains unchanged.

Five years later, the Virginia legislature required the Commission to develop a second empirically based instrument, this time to identify the highest risk rather than lowest risk offenders. More specifically, the Commission developed two largely similar risk assessment instruments for sexually violent offenders, one for rape and one for other types of sexual assault. If the sum of the sex offender’s scores on the specified risk factors (e.g., age, education, relationship to the victim) exceed given cut-offs, the offender’s maximum recommended sentence can be increased by as much as a factor of three. “Increasing the upper end of the recommended range provides judges the flexibility to sentence higher risk sex offenders to terms above the traditional guidelines range and still be in compliance with the guidelines.”

The sentencing guidelines “are not binding on the trial judge; rather, the guidelines are merely a ‘tool’ to assist the judge in fixing an appropriate punishment,” and as long as the sentence does not exceed the statutory maximum, “the sentence will not be overturned as being an abuse of discretion.”11 The Commission recently studied judicial compliance with the sentencing guidelines and found that “for the past nine fiscal years, the compliance rate has hovered around 80%.”12

C. Utah

The approach adopted by the Utah Sentencing Commission posits that “the sentence should consider and address, but not necessarily be determined by, the specific criminogenic risks and needs of the offender.”13 Those risks and needs are assessed by administering the 54-item LSI-R (e.g., adult and juvenile arrests, educational level, substance abuse, residential stability) to all convicted felons, and incorporating the results of this assessment into the pre-sentence investigation conducted by the Department of Corrections’ Office of Adult Probation and Parole and submitted to the trial judge. When imposing a sentence, the judge must consider both the sentence calculated under the state’s sentencing guidelines—based on the crime of which the offender has been convicted and the extent of the offender’s criminal history—and the LSI-R-influenced recommendation of Adult Probation and Parole. The judge maintains discretion in the final sentencing decision.
### Table 1. Four Types of Risk Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Risk Factor</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed marker</td>
<td>Unchangeable</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable marker</td>
<td>Unchangeable by intervention</td>
<td>Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable risk factor</td>
<td>Changeable by intervention; when changed, reduces recidivism</td>
<td>Unemployed, Criminal thinking patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causal risk factor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Adapted from Kraemer et al., note 14.)

Risk and needs assessment is also used in deciding on the type of treatment and the intensity of supervision each offender will receive. For example, state prisons feature several “life skills” classes. If the offender is sentenced to prison, his or her LSI-R scores assist in determining which of the available classes best meets the inmate’s criminogenic needs. Analogously, if the offender is sentenced to probation, LSI-R scores are used to assist in determining the conditions of probation, including the content of the treatment that will be offered to the offender in the community and the level of supervision that the offender requires during this period. Periodic reevaluations with the LSI-R and other assessment tools are used to evaluate whether the offender’s case management plan is being successfully implemented.

In addition to their use in sentencing, LSI-R risk and needs scores are taken into account by the Utah Board of Pardons and Parole in deciding whether and, if so, when to release an inmate on parole. As with sentencing, the Board retains discretion in granting or failing to grant parole.

**D. Summary: Risk/Needs Assessment in Criminal Sanctioning**

Reviewing the different ways in which these three states incorporate risk/needs assessments into their criminal sanctioning schemes raises both substantive and procedural questions. The substantive questions include:

1. **How large a role should be allocated to risk/needs assessment?** (Within how broad or how narrow a sanction range—set by moral desert—should risk assessment be allowed to operate?)
2. **Should the emphasis be on identifying the lowest risk or the highest risk offenders?** (For reducing or for increasing the criminal sanction, respectively?)
3. **What correctional decisions should be informed by risk/needs assessment?** (For example, the length of the sanction, the venue of the sanction—i.e., prison or the community, the intensity and type of treatment to be offered to the offender?)

Procedural questions involve:

4. **When in the sanctioning process should the assessment of risk/needs take place?** (At the front-end (sentencing), at the back-end (parole), or at both points in the sanctioning process?)
5. **What type of risk/needs factors should be assessed?** (Age, gender, employment, education?)

6. **What degree of compliance with the sanctioning recommendations that follow from assessed risk/needs should be expected from judges?**

We concentrate in this article primarily on one substantive question, the correctional decisions that risk/needs assessments are used to inform (#3, above), and on one procedural question, the type of risk/needs factors to be assessed (#5, above). Progress on either of these questions, we believe, is heavily contingent on a shared understanding of precisely what is meant by the concepts of “risk” and “needs.” As Kraemer has stated, “the absence of precise language is perhaps the major problem in current risk research.” It is to this that we now turn.

**III. The Foundational Concepts of “Risk” and “Needs”**

Adapting Kraemer and colleagues’ classic typology of risk to the context of sentencing, a risk factor is a variable that has been shown (a) to correlate statistically with recidivism and (b) to precede recidivism in time. There are four different types of risk factors: fixed markers, variable markers, variable risk factors, and causal risk factors (Table 1).

A fixed marker is a risk factor that is unchangeable. Male gender is a fixed marker for recidivism. Criminal history—a ubiquitous risk factor measured in myriad ways—is usually construed as a fixed marker because an offender’s commission of a past crime(s) cannot be undone. However, criminal history will increase if an offender commits new crimes and infractions, and will not decrease if he or she stays “clean” or crime-free over time. This variability is not trivial. An increase in criminal history increases the likelihood of recidivism, and a lack of increase can reduce that likelihood. Because criminal history can increase (or not) over time and each crime’s predictive shelf life may be limited, it seems important to conceptualize criminal history as a variable marker.

Unlike a fixed marker, a variable marker or variable risk factor can be shown to change over time. Three aspects of change are noteworthy. First, change can occur spontaneously or through intervention. Variable markers cannot be changed through intervention, unlike variable risk factors. Young age is a variable marker for recidivism, whereas employment problems are a variable risk factor. Second, change can be rapid (e.g., substance abuse can change daily), or slow (e.g., antisocial traits can change over years). Even when change occurs slowly, its cumulative effect can be substantial. Third, there is increasing evidence that change predicts recidivism, that is, an increase in an offender’s risk factors predict an increase in recidivism.
risk, beyond a single time-point assessment of those risk factors.  

According to Kraemer and colleagues, a causal risk factor (a) can be changed through intervention (i.e., is a variable risk factor) and (b), when changed through intervention, can be shown to change the risk of recidivism. The most compelling form of evidence that a risk factor was causal would be a randomized controlled trial in which a targeted intervention was shown to be effective in changing one or more variable risk factors, and the resulting changes were shown to reduce the likelihood of post-treatment recidivism.

The point to be emphasized is that it is nearly impossible to locate such randomized controlled tests of causal risk factors for recidivism. Criminal thinking patterns and substance abuse come closest to qualifying as causal risk factors. Randomized controlled trials provide evidence that treatment programs that deliberately target these variables (a) reduce the targeted risk factor and (b) reduce recidivism. Even in these experiments, however, there rarely is any demonstration that the proposed mechanism of behavior change (i.e., reduction in the targeted risk factor) explains (i.e., causes) the reduction in recidivism.

In short, identifying causal risk factors for recidivism is a work in progress that, as yet, cannot support definitive conclusions. Still, a lack of evidence of causality is not counter-evidence. As noted by Kraemer and colleagues, "if the manipulability or the efficacy or effectiveness of manipulation of a variable risk factor has not been tested, the appropriate term is variable risk factor." Provided appropriate testing, some of today's variable risk factors may become tomorrow's causal risk factors.

The crucial importance of distinguishing among these four types of risk factors is that some types are relevant to one sanctioning context, but not to another. We now turn to these sanctioning contexts.

IV. The Sanctioning Context Determines the Types of Risk Factors to Use

Generally, risk assessment serves the utilitarian goal of crime prevention. But crime prevention may be achieved through multiple routes—including incapacitation and rehabilitation—and these routes correspond to different risk/needs assessment approaches. In our view, the specific sanctioning context should determine the extent to which the approach is oriented toward the prediction of recidivism, the reduction of recidivism, or both. A prediction-oriented approach is appropriate when the goal is simply to characterize an offender's likelihood of recidivism, compared to other offenders. For example, the goal may be to determine whether an offender is a low-risk case eligible for release or a high-risk case eligible for long-term incapacitation. Or the goal may be to match an offender's level of risk to a level of custody or supervision. In contrast, a reduction-oriented approach is appropriate when the goal goes beyond characterizing an offender's likelihood of recidivism, to reducing that likelihood through targeted intervention. For example, the ultimate goal may be to reduce a probationer's risk of reoffending by implementing an effective treatment plan. Put simply, a reduction-oriented approach is needed to inform rehabilitation, that is, "any planned intervention that reduces an offender's further criminal activity, whether that reduction is mediated by personality, behavior, abilities, attitudes, values, or other factors." As summarized by Gottfredson and Moriarty, "if a variable can be measured reliably, and if it is predictive, then of course it should be used—absent legal or ethical challenge." The content of the risk factors is empirically irrelevant in prediction-oriented approaches to risk assessment, because the goal is to forecast recidivism as efficiently and accurately as possible. Understanding the process that leads to recidivism is useful only if it increases predictive efficiency or accuracy.

The crucial point is that unlike prediction-oriented approaches, reduction-oriented approaches require the assessment to include causal risk factors. As explained by Kraemer, "successful interventions must be based on manipulation of causal risk factors." Unless a variable risk factor has been shown to be causal, there is little reason to assume that reducing the risk factor will reduce recidivism. This fact is rarely recognized in current discourse, largely because variable risk factors have been confused with causal risk factors under the rubric of "dynamic risk factors" or "criminogenic needs." Although these phrases typically reference a variable risk factor that (theoretically) can be changed through intervention, these phrases tend to be misused as synonyms for causal risk factors.

This is not to say that variable risk factors hold no promise for reduction-oriented risk assessment approaches. They are the best point of reference the field presently has to offer. Some evidence—though indirect and imperfect—supports the principle of targeting variable risk factors to reduce risk. Moreover, variable risk factors are relevant to risk management in sanctioning contexts that provide for ongoing oversight. These risk factors can be repeatedly assessed to monitor ebb and flow in an offender's risk state and to adjust levels of supervision and services accordingly.

V. Conclusion: Choosing a Risk/Needs Assessment Approach

A variety of tools are used to assess risk in contemporary sanctioning contexts. Some of these tools assess only "risk," whereas others ostensibly assess both "risk" and "needs." This distinction between "risk" and "needs" reflects the evolution of popular tools and correctional approaches over time, from an emphasis on prediction-oriented ("risk") to reduction-oriented ("need") approaches. Early tools were designed to achieve efficient and effective prediction; they generally involved scoring a set of risk markers (e.g., young age, criminal history),
weighting them by predictive strength, and combining them into a numerical score and/or a classification (e.g., low/medium/high risk). Pennsylvania’s RST and the Static-99 are examples of this approach. Later tools were infused with the concept of risk reduction and explicitly included variable risk factors as “needs” to be addressed in supervision and treatment. Some tools added an independent assessment of “needs” to accompany the longstanding approach to assessing “risk” (e.g., the COMPAS is an example), whereas others combined variable risk factors with traditional risk markers into a single “risk-needs” score (e.g., the LSI-R used in Utah is an example). In our view, the distinction between “risk” and “needs” (and between “static” and “dynamic” risk factors) is an unfortunate product of history that generates more confusion than understanding. Basically, tools differ in the sanctioning goal they are meant to fulfill and in their degree of emphasis on variable risk factors.

Nevertheless, policymakers and practitioners in the field of sentencing must now choose among a dizzying array of risk assessment options that are oriented toward risk prediction and/or risk reduction. In part, this is because states are increasingly developing their own “risk assessments” and because an active industry has grown up around “risk-needs” assessment. Most tools stem from the same root, that is, from a legacy of weighting individual characteristics by their predictive utility to produce an aggregate risk score. However, contemporary tools vary considerably in their degree of complexity and independent research support. First, some tools are composed of a few well-defined risk factors that are easily administered, whereas others encompass a broad array of risk factors that include abstract constructs (e.g., psychopathy, procriminal attitudes) and require considerable professional judgment, training, and time to administer. Risk reduction-oriented tools (particularly those marketed by private companies) tend to be more complex than prediction-oriented tools.

Second, tools differ with respect to their evidence base. Although some (like the LSI-R and Static-99) have been rigorously studied, most have not. As observed by Gottfredson & Moriarty, fundamental requirements for developing, (cross-)validating, and applying risk assessment tools are “routinely ignored or violated.” These requirements are vital. Unless a tool is validated in a local sanctioning system—and then periodically re-validated—there is little assurance that it works. Variables that predict recidivism in a jurisdiction with ample services for offenders may not predict recidivism in a resource-poor jurisdiction. Similarly, when a variable becomes relatively common in the general population and loses its specificity to offending (e.g., coming from a single-parent household, having a tattoo, being unemployed), its utility for predicting recidivism may erode over time.

Despite heated debate about the relative utility of prediction- and reduction-oriented tools, there is no compelling evidence that one validated tool forecasts recidivism better than another. In meta-analysis of 28 studies that controlled well for methodological variation, Yang, Wong, and Coid found that the predictive efficiencies of nine risk assessment instruments (including prediction-oriented tools like the Static-99 and reduction-oriented tools like the LSI-R) were essentially “interchangeable,” with estimates of accuracy falling within a narrow band.

Two factors may help explain the similar predictive performance of well-validated instruments. First, it is possible that each instrument is reaching a “natural limit” to predictive utility, beyond which it cannot improve. Some evidence suggests that a limiting process makes recidivism impossible to predict beyond a certain level of accuracy. A scale can reach this limit quickly with a few maximally predictive items, before reaching a sharp point of diminishing returns. It is important to recognize that if there is a natural limit, it can be reached via alternative routes. If measured validly, some variable risk factors (e.g., attitudes supportive of crime) predict recidivism as strongly as common risk markers (e.g., early antisocial behavior).

Second, well-validated tools may manifest similar performance because they tap “common factors” or shared dimensions of risk, despite their varied items and formats. In an innovative demonstration, Kroner, Mills, and Reddon printed the items of four well-validated instruments (e.g., LSI-R) on strips of paper, placed the strips in a coffee can, shook the can, and then randomly selected items to create four new tools. The authors found that the “coffee can instruments” predicted recidivism as well as the original instruments did. Factor analyses suggested that the instruments tap four overlapping dimensions: criminal history, an irresponsible lifestyle, psychopathy and criminal attitudes, and substance abuse-related problems. Each of these dimensions was similarly predictive of recidivism.

For these reasons, the choice of tool should be guided by whether the ultimate purpose of risk assessment in a specific sanctioning context is predicting or reducing recidivism.

Given a pool of instruments that are well validated for the groups to which an individual belongs, our view is that the choice among them should be driven by the ultimate purpose of the evaluation. If the ultimate purpose is to characterize an individual’s likelihood of [recidivism] relative to other people, then choose the most efficient instrument available. This is appropriate for a single event decision in which there is no real opportunity to modify the risk estimate based on future behavior. If the ultimate purpose is to manage or reduce an individual’s risk, then value may be added by choosing an instrument that includes [variable] risk factors. This choice is appropriate for ongoing decisions in which the risk estimate can be modified to reflect ebb and flows in an individual’s risk over time.
addressed with pertinent treatment services. This may rarely be the case, given scarce correctional treatment resources. Based on a cohort of California prisoners, Petersilia and Weisberg found that substance abuse treatment (of any sort) was offered to 10 percent of those with substance abuse problems, and basic anger control treatment was offered to one-quarter-of-one percent of those with anger problems.43 Evidence-based treatment programs and principles are even more rarely implemented in correctional settings.44

In short, the resources available in a specific sanctioning context must be considered when choosing a risk assessment approach. In general, efficiency and simplicity are to be preferred. A prediction-oriented assessment is sufficient, if the goal is to exclude all low-risk offenders from services and provide all high-risk offenders with the same generic services. Assessment of specific variable risk factors may be added, if a specific type of treatment is available to some, but not to all, high-risk offenders. It is a waste of time to assess variable risk factors that a correctional system does not even attempt to change.

The Commission identified 29 “validated risk and needs assessment instruments,” with a total of 125 separate risk factors. The most frequently cited risk factors in each of 7 categories were:

Category 1: Demographics
- Current age

Category 2: Criminal history
- Prior adult convictions
- Age at first arrest
- History of probation/parole violations
- History of incarceration
- History of violence
- History of victimization

Category 3: Psychosocial factors
- Current employment
- Criminal associates or friends
- Current level of education
- Social support/quality of relationships
- Residential stability

Category 4: Mental health
- Serious mental illness (e.g., psychotic disorders, bipolar disorder, major depressive disorder)
- Emotional state
- Interpersonal anxiety

Category 5: Antisocial/Psychopathic traits
- Intimidating/controlling/manipulative personality
- Lack of remorse or guilt for offenses
- History of early childhood maladjustment

Category 6: Substance abuse
- History of illegal substance use or abuse
- Current substance use or abuse
- Negative consequences associated with current illegal substance use

Category 7: Dynamic predictors
- Procriminal attitudes
- Impulsivity
- Responsibility for actions
- Anger management deficits


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 24</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 to 29</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 to 49</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50+</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. County</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural counties</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smaller, urban counties</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allegheny and Philadelphia Counties</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Total number of prior arrests</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 to 4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 to 12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13+</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Prior property arrests</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Prior drug arrests</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Property offender [Current Offense]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Offense gravity score</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4+</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 to 3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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